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7 Spiritual
Practices to
Grow Your
Business
7 Actionable Practices to Do Today



What's Woo?
 
Woo is an umbrella term for alternative
spirituality. As Women of Woo, we believe we have
been called by a higher power to complete an
important mission here in this life. In our
cases, we've been called to do that through
entrepreneurship. 
 
Woo is simply the spark - the divine spark - that
lives under everything we do. It's the fire that
fuels us. Whatever we do, photography, writing,
coaching, healing... we carry this "woo" within
us. 
 

7 Spiritual Practices
GROW YOUR BUSINESS + YOUR

INCOME WITH THE "WOO"



Over the last few years, I have helped
thousands of women grow their businesses
using spiritual practices and mindset
shift. 
 

Implement Immediately
 
Here's the thing. ZERO change happens
without action. My goal for you is that
you select 1-2 of the practices in this
guide and take IMMEDIATE and DECISIVE
action and do so consistently. 
 
Big changes come from small steps taken
over time. I know you can do it.
 
 

Take Action Now
HI! I'M JASMINE IVY



1..Make a Business "Sigil"
A SIGIL IS A SYMBOL FOR YOUR DESIRE 

Envision your next business goal. Imagine how you will FEEL when you
achieve it. 
Write a single sentence in present tense that encompasses that essence of
that desire. (Example: Clients come easily to me every day.)
Cross out all the vowels in your sentence. 
Use the remaining letters to create a symbol. Make sure that all letters
touch. If you are artistic, do your thing. If not, don't worry too much
about how it looks. Simply one single symbol out of the remaining letters.
Take a moment and study your symbol. Hold the vision of your goal in your
mind. Feel the energy of that future moment. 
When you are in a safe space to do so, burn your sigil and as you do, hold
that vision. Many people like to burn sigils during full moons. 
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2. Pull Oracle Cards
An Oracle card deck is a deck of cards that contain
words of inspiration, wisdom, and motivation.
Start simple. You can get very inexpensive Oracle decks on Amazon.
Some of them are associated with religion (such as Angel cards),
some are not. 
 
Most Oracle decks come with a book that gives you a description for
the card you pulled. This takes the guesswork out of it if you are
new. Here are some simple instructions for your card pull:

Close your eyes and relax. Ask your higher power/God/the Universe to guide you in your card
pull.
Shuffle the deck.
Pull three cards.
Look up their meanings in your Oracle book. 

 
Eventually, you may find more meanings pop into your mind than what the book provides. 
That's when it gets really good. :) 



NEW TO MEDITATION?

AIM FOR 20 MINUTES
OF MEDITATION DAILY

Want clarity in your business?
Want to reduce the constant mental chatter that says
you aren't (blank) enough?
Want to feel calm even when your business is moving
100 miles an hour?
Want to handle client interactions with more peace?

3. Meditate.

Meditation



What am I feeling right now?
Why am I feeling it?
Is there any part of this
belief I have that's untrue or
that is unprovable?
What would I prefer to believe
instead?
Is there any proof for this
new belief being true?

Use this simple process:
 
1.
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4. Journal through
the tough feelings.



5. Deeply connect.
SISTERHOOD OPENS YOU TO A SPIRIT OF
CONNECTION RATHER THAN COMPETITION.

Join a local womens group.
Invest in a masterming (may I suggest Women
of Woo Mastermind? lol)
Attend a retreat or conference - there are
many in a variety of price ranges!



"A New Earth"
Eckhart Tolle

"The Law of Divine Compensation"
Marianne Williamson

"The War of Art"
Steven Pressfield

6. Read or listen to
inspirational books.

HERE ARE THREE OF MY FAVORITES



7. Use crystals.
Citrine

Perfect stone for manifestation.
Associated with money, clearing the

mind, and taking action.

Labradorite
Stone of transformation. Associated
with enhancing intuition, grounding,

and protecting your auric field.

Moonstone
Stone of feminine energy. Associated
with the moon, the third eye, and for

stabilizing emotions.

Slip a small stone into your bra to
carry it close to your heart all day
long.
Place crystals around your workspace
to benefit from their power as you
work.
Hold a stone while you meditate to
tap into its magic.

How to Use Crystals



Come hang out.

Woo Nation
click to join

Twitter
click to follow

Instagram
click to follow

https://jasmineivy.com/woonation/
https://twitter.com/jasmineivyco
https://www.instagram.com/womenofwoo/
https://jasmineivy.com/woonation/
https://twitter.com/jasmineivyco
https://www.instagram.com/womenofwoo/

